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Staging musicals: ‘The Girl’ 

and ‘The Bloke’

John hired Nancy Brown to do the bookkeeping for his Green Square 
enterprises in 1957. Nancy was a singer, stage performer and playwright, 
and her husband Albert Arlen, a composer, songwriter, pianist and 
playwright. Both had enjoyed successful theatrical careers. John and 
Cecily were regular playgoers at the local repertory theatre where Albert 
and Nancy performed. There, John and Cecily befriended the happy and 
likeable couple.

Apart from two picture theatres, there was little to entertain Canberra’s 
growing population in the 1950s. Formed in 1932, the Canberra 
Repertory Society helped fill a cultural gap in a new town of public 
servants and intellectuals. It initially staged amateur productions at local 
radio station 2CA’s theatre in Civic and then moved to larger premises at 
Riverside Hut 18 in Barton. The society thrives today staging shows in its 
own, larger theatre on the ANU campus in the centre of Canberra. Local 
productions were enchanting in their camaraderie between audience 
and performers, many of the players likely to be a teacher, neighbour, 
colleague or friend of those in the audience. Parker took a lead part in 
the Repertory’s production of Peter Ustinov’s The Love of Four Colonels 
in 1957. We knew many of the amateur group of players, many of whom 
were public servants, academics and diplomats. Nancy and Albert were 
significant additions to the diverse troupe of keen would-be actors and 
writers of the 1950s who took part in the Repertory productions.
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Albert was a stocky man who gazed at his musical score through thick 
black-framed glasses. In her memoir, The Black Sheep of the Brown Family: 
A Magic Life!, Nancy said: ‘Melody poured out of him in such rich and 
exotic colours that the minute he sat at a piano to play his own works 
he became irresistible.’1 Buxom Nancy piled her thick dark hair high 
on her head. She had a forceful stage presence and a magical voice that 
projected throughout any theatre. The couple, known as the Arlens, 
began a  collaboration on a musical version of C. J. Dennis’s poems, 
initially with writer George Johnston and later in 1955 with actor Lloyd 
Thomson. Excited by their work, they left their jobs in that year to take 
their first musical manuscript, The Sentimental Bloke, to London hoping 
to have it produced. Their hopes for a theatrical hit were dashed; the 
British public did not seem to get Australian larrikinism and humour. 
The pair returned to Australia in 1956 despairing and lacking financial 
and organisational backing for the show. Albert shelved the manuscript 
of ‘The Bloke’ for four years. He resumed a position in the public service 
and Nancy needed work.

With John’s entrepreneurial flair behind Albert’s passion and Nancy’s 
fierce determination, The Sentimental Bloke was resurrected and eventually 
became an international stage hit. John proved to be their lucky charm 
as letters and memoirs boxed in the archival goldmine of the National 
Library of Australia reveal. ‘Little did I know at the time that John Burton 
would be the shuttle that would launch our rocket!’ Nancy wrote. ‘He was 
to earn our undying gratitude and respect.’2 ‘The Bloke’ was produced 
without professional backing on a shoestring budget and relied on 
loads of community good will and a cast of talented amateurs. It ‘world 
premiered’ in Canberra’s Albert Hall, thanks largely to John’s work and 
connections. It became Australia’s longest running and one of its most 
successful musicals. How the Arlens’ first home-grown musical, The Girl 
from the Snowy, and later ‘The Bloke’, got on the road and John’s role as a 
patron of the arts is a 1960s Canberra story worth telling.

Nancy described working with John as ‘a very salutary experience’.3 
In 1957, John learned from her that Albert’s creative urge was resurging. 
Albert had started to outline a musical set in the Snowy Mountains, 

1  Nancy Brown Arlen, The Black Sheep of the Brown Family: A Magic Life! (Mudjimba Beach, Qld: 
Pixstories, 2001).
2  Albert Arlen and Nancy Brown papers, NLA, MS Acc06.172. Information for this chapter 
unless otherwise referenced has been drawn from these papers and from the Albert Arlen and Nancy 
Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, folders 71–73.
3  Brown Arlen, The Black Sheep of the Brown Family.
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inspired by John’s interest in the area from his bus exploits. Albert had 
decided that if there was a literary Man from the Snowy, there must 
be a Woman. He  wrote a new script, Girl from the Snowy River. John 
saw potential in the work of these talented artists and acted on it. On 
14  November 1959, Albert ‘timidly’ put a proposal to the Repertory 
Society to stage ‘Girl from The Snowy River, a musical romance’. The 
board, mostly academics, was somewhat scathing about musicals and took 
some persuading. Nancy was disappointed about the board’s ‘anti-musical’ 
attitude and its suggestion that it ‘would somehow lower the tone’. It was 
eventually agreed that the musical would be staged the following year. 
John came to rehearsals, ‘intrigued to see how we worked’ according to 
Nancy. Impressed with what he saw, he offered to act as Albert’s manager 
without fee, with a view to using his connections and business nous to 
get Albert’s shows beyond the Repertory and on the road. Through 1960 
John put his heart and soul into the project and so, in assisting this creative 
couple to stage their musicals, he became a patron of the arts. He worked 
behind the scenes as ‘Manager, Albert Arlen Australian Productions’, to 
promote their work to possible backers who saw potential in extending 
audience reach beyond amateur local productions. He prepared back 
of the envelope figures on his ‘Policy Research’ stationery of which he 
had plenty, his policy consultation business plan having lapsed or been 
overtaken by his other enterprises.

John’s initial aim was to make ends meet on a low-key staging of the show 
at the Repertory theatre at Riverside. Arlen’s papers reveal John’s simplistic 
figuring of the annual cash flow that was needed. Capital of £1,000 had to 
be borrowed. He calculated that £60 would be required to pay 6 per cent 
interest. Then there was £750 for the rent, plus electricity, phones and 
petty cash. The sum of £1,110 or £21 10s a week was needed. On his 
figuring he had a shortfall of £1 3s 9d. So, he scratched out a way to cover 
this: ‘Biscuits?? – assume clear profit 6 pence per cup’. No. It would take 
the sale of 430 cups of coffee to pay the weekly expenses. He got rid of the 
‘coffee lounge approach to success’ and wrote a To Do list on his Policy 
Research letterhead. It included registering a business name and having 
an appropriate letterhead on which to write letters to influential people 
who might attend the show and support the production. Ambitiously, he 
listed: ‘Another go at Sentimental Bloke’. Last but not least on the list was 
‘etc. etc over a few grogs’.4

4  Arlen and Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, file 72, undated, around December 1959.
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The project got moving. John had connections and ideas and he was 
persuasive, presumably more so when discussions with others took place 
‘over a few grogs’. On 29 January 1960, the Canberra Times announced 
‘New Musical to Have Premiere at Repertory’. The cast for what became 
The Girl from the Snowy was to include Nancy Brown in the lead role with 
other local Canberran players. Albert, who produced the play and wrote 
the song lyrics and music, was to be at the piano.

In March 1960, John registered a business name, Albert Arlen Australia 
Productions, and new letterhead gave the place of the business as that of 
Green Square Enterprises, the bookshop’s Kingston address. Albert was 
delighted. He wrote to John on the new letterhead:

Dear Doc

Can’t thank you enough for your interest and enthusiasm about my 
work. I think the paper’s ‘beaut’ and I feel as if I own ‘M.G.M’ 
already. Hope ‘the Girl’ lives up to all your anticipations. Nancy will 
give you all the latest on the Firm, coming up to have a ‘Dekko’.

Many thanks again
Sincerely, Albert.5

It was time for John to invite special people to the opening of ‘The Girl’. 
The first was Coombs. The Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust had been 
set up in September 1954 under the guidance of Coombs as governor of 
the Commonwealth Bank. The trust’s aim was to establish drama, opera 
and ballet companies nationally. Through Coombs, John had access to 
others, such as Sir Charles Moses, general manager of the Australian 
Broadcasting Commission (ABC), and John Pringle, editor of the Sydney 
Morning Herald. He also invited the chairman of the ABC’s board, 
knowing that the board was looking to increase Australian content in 
television and radio programs. John wrote to stage actor and film star John 
McCallum and asked him to invite theatre company J. C. Williamson 
to send representatives to see first-hand the quality of the now renamed 
production The Girl from the Snowy.

Life at home was tense because of our parents’ strained relationship, but 
they were civil and Cecily enjoyed John’s new venture. She loved ‘real 
people’ like the Arlens and other performers in the troupe. The Arlens 

5  Arlen and Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, file 72, ‘Correspondence relating to 
production of “The Girl from Snowy River” 1959–60’, undated.
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enriched the lives of all of us. They shared meals with us and on one 
occasion Cecily accompanied Albert to an art class conducted by Robert 
Parker’s wife, Nancy, at which Albert had agreed to pose for students. 
Because of Albert, I took up private piano lessons with Bill Hoffman, 
Canberra’s renowned music critic and conductor.

The show opened on 16 March 1960. It was Canberra Repertory’s first 
full-scale musical play. Lady Hudson, wife of Sir William Hudson, was 
among the audience who expressed enthusiasm for the show. So did 
Harald Bowden, J. C. Williamson’s Sydney representative – that is, of 
the dominant theatrical agency in Australia. On 18 March the Canberra 
Times declared it ‘Top Entertainment’, praising the music and strong 
individual performances. By this time, John had taken over negotiations 
for Albert. He already had engaged with Coronet Records, which had also 
sent a representative to see the show. On 18 March, he wrote to the Little 
Theatre and the Princess Theatre in Melbourne, enclosing copies of the 
review to pitch the show’s success, and in one he declared: ‘There is a very 
good chance of this hitting the Melbourne and Sydney stage, and at least 
getting to records.’

Ernest Lashmar, from Chappell & Co. Ltd Sydney sheet music company, 
had attended the show and entered an agreement to publish a selection 
of lyrics and sheet music of the songs from the musical. Coronet Records 
later agreed to release a record of the songs. John hoped to interest 
J. C. Williamson to take up production of the show and informed him 
of the audience’s extraordinary reaction on opening night and that the 
music was to be published soon. For additional support, he wrote again 
to Coombs, this time enclosing a copy of the review of the first night 
of ‘The Girl’. He told him of its success with Chappell and Coronet 
but that he was concerned that J. C. Williamson, although interested, 
generally only took on tried-and-tested overseas productions. He wrote: 
‘For these reasons I am very keen you should see it as soon as possible. 
It is Australian in theme and in authorship and something the Trust might 
like very much.’ He went on to explain:

J.C. Williamson want ‘The Sentimental Bloke’, also by Albert 
Arlen, but I feel they should not be able to pick on one thing and 
sit on others, and again it is something which the Trust might 
want to promote. It is ready for production, and while you are 
here Albert Arlen could tell you more about it.6

6  Arlen and Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, file 72, letter 18 March 1960.
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Coombs was about to leave for the USA. However, he had a staff member 
of the trust office attend the production, who reported on it favourably.7

The show ran for seven weeks, breaking previous box office records for the 
Canberra Repertory Society. The theatre was booked out. Grandfather 
Jack accompanied John and Cecily to a Sunday showing. People who 
could not get seats sat in their cars in the parking lot to hear the music. 
Radio 2CA broadcast it on the night of 21 May 1960. As successful as 
it was, Albert’s royalties of 10 per cent of gross seat sales saw a cheque 
in his hand of only £112 19s 6d. At least John’s calculations saw ends 
meet and the Repertory Society profited. But he wanted to do more for 
the Arlens’ show. He had another idea. John made an informal approach 
to the Commonwealth Development Bank to borrow £2,000 to cover 
the costs of tendering for a Commonwealth bus and fitting it out, in 
order to take the show to the Snowy and country towns after its run had 
been completed in Canberra. John told his bank contact of the success 
of the show, the backing it had received and his vision. The response 
was encouraging and John formalised his request for a loan by letter of 
23 March 1960:

I have encouraged this idea and am acting as ‘manager’ to get it 
off the ground. I have done the same thing with books with an 
amazing success by taking a mobile through to the Snowy area – 
people are buying quantities of books and records who previously 
have never been in a book-shop. I think the reception of live shows 
if taken to the people would be the same.8

The same day he wrote to the manager, Commonwealth Bank Kingston, 
to seek £2,000 to finance his plan. He told of his proposal to tender for 
a Commonwealth bus for use as a travelling theatre to perform in country 
areas with a recruited team of about 10 permanent actors. His vision was 
to maintain a regular tour of a number of country centres with Canberra 
as its headquarters. He explained:

Backing has been offered by publishers and others interested in 
stage productions; but the firm desires to retain its independence 
so that this new venture of taking productions to the people in 
non-metropolitan areas cannot be swamped by any organisation.9

7  Coombs let John know by letter 12 May 1960. By this time the Reserve Bank of Australia had 
been created to take over the Commonwealth Bank’s central banking functions and Coombs was 
appointed its governor.
8  Arlen and Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, file 72.
9  Arlen and Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, file 72, letter 23 March 1960.
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Then John got bold. On 11 April, he wrote to Festival Theatre in 
Pitlochry, Perthshire, Scotland, asking for a copy of the plan of the theatre 
because, he explained, ‘we plan now our own theatre and are attracted by 
the design of the Festival Theatre’. Then, on 18 May 1960, he wrote to 
the Premier of New South Wales suggesting that Albert Arlen be asked to 
write and to produce a musical especially for the occasion of the opening 
of the Opera House on Sydney’s harbour front. As to this, he received 
a reply on 27 May 1960 stating that his proposal would be given ‘careful 
consideration’, but nothing came of the initiative.

Next came the time for John to get ‘The Bloke’ on the stage. 
The Repertory Society board had previously procrastinated about staging 
it, debating the importance of box office takings for a lowbrow musical 
versus quality drama. When Albert’s negotiations had broken down, he 
accepted another failure with ‘The Bloke’. John took up the challenge. 
He would get the show on the road without the Repertory’s support. Soon 
after the successful run of ‘The Girl’ ended, as Nancy told it:

John Burton did an amazing thing. He came to my desk in his 
Green Square Book shop and placed before me a Commonwealth 
Bank book in the name of Albert Arlen Australian Productions 
with a credit of one hundred pounds saying ‘I am now going to 
ring up Kent Hughes and book the Albert Hall for a year hence. 
… You have got to produce The Sentimental Bloke, and this will 
give it a start’.10

Nancy picked up the passbook, looked John in the eye and said she 
accepted it, ‘but only as a loan’.11

On 16 June 1960, John wrote to the Commonwealth’s ACT Services 
Branch and requested a booking of the Albert Hall in the new year. 
On  29  June he received a reply informing him that 7 to 11 March 
inclusive had been allocated for the production of The Sentimental Bloke. 
The Arlens’ world changed. Albert resurrected his music and Nancy and 
Lloyd Thomson finalised the lyrics, written to C. J. Dennis’s The Songs of 
a Sentimental Bloke. Nancy started to assemble an amateur cast, created 
and played the role of Rose, and produced the play. Albert was musical 

10  Brown Arlen, The Black Sheep of the Brown Family.
11  Arlen and Brown papers, NLA, MS 6311, box 15, file 73, addition 6/12/99, ‘The sentimental 
Bloke Musical Play’, compiled from the diaries of Albert Arlen, by Nancy Brown. The memoir 
tells the history of getting the shows on stage. See also MS 6311, ‘Draft of Arlen’s contribution to 
“The world of the Sentimental Bloke”’, 1976.
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director and main pianist, and was accompanied by a drummer and 
percussionist. The Bloke’s girl Doreen was played by Constance Vayne, 
a secretary in the Department of Defence with acting qualifications and 
experience. Hugh Brophy, also experienced, played Mr Smithers (the 
Stror-’at-Coot) and the Burton’s friend and past farm-help Don Kelly, 
whose singing in the shower at Weetangera had entranced Cecily, played 
Charlie Skewes (Man of uncertain occupation). I loved the fact that my 
school geography teacher, Paul Kelly (no relation to our friend Don), 
was to play Fred, and to discover that he was a talented dancer. Dark, 
classically handsome Douglas Skinner played Ginger Mick, the ‘Rabbitoh’ 
man.12 Ginger Mick’s wheelbarrow prop was sourced from Queanbeyan, 
had 100-year-old wheels and was filled with real, stuffed rabbits. The last 
to be cast was Bill, ‘the Bloke’. Blond and good looking, with just the right 
larrikin smile and experience to play the role was Edwin Ride, a young 
diplomat who worked in the Department of External Affairs, which John 
used to head.

The initial £100 John lent the Arlens paid for the printing of tickets and 
programs. The Arlens arranged a £400 credit through family connections 
for material from Georges, a Canberra fabric store, for costumes. 
A breakthrough came. The Australian Women’s Weekly was persuaded to 
send a reporter to attend rehearsals, held in an old converted army hut, in 
the first week of March 1961, just before it opened. It produced a gushing 
two-page story written by Patricia Kent, ‘I dips me Lid’, with lavish 
photos. It gave the show cover-page publicity: ‘The Sentimental Bloke... 
a new Australiana musical’, accompanied by a photograph captioned: 
‘In all their wedding finery Edwin Ride, our Bill, and Constance Vane, 
our Doreen!’ Kent’s article talked about the musical being based on 
C. J. Dennis’s poem and how the ‘coves and coots and sheilas who crowd 
the page of the poems sprang into vivid life’.13

Opening night, 7 March and grandfather Jack’s birthday, saw a packed 
house. Our whole family attended. I was aged 14 then and I noted in my 
diary that I wore my new middy heels. Making the occasion more special 
was the attendance of the Commonwealth administrator and his wife, 
Sir Dallas and Lady Brookes, who I knew were intending to entertain 
a bus load of Telopea Park students including me and ‘billets’ visiting 

12  The Rabbitoh was a hawker who captured and skinned rabbits and took them in a barrow to sell 
the meat at markets, shouting ‘rabbit-oh’ to attract buyers.
13  Australian Women’s Weekly, 8 March 1961, cover page and story, 3.
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from King Island, over a ‘whacko arvo tea’ at Government House the 
coming May. Harold and Zara Holt were also at the opening. Bowden, 
J. C. Williamson’s representative, attended and sent a glowing report to 
the company’s Melbourne directors, Sir Frank Tait and John McCallum, 
both of whom travelled to Canberra to see it on closing night.

Cover of ‘The Bloke’ music sheet.
Source: Pamela’s piano piece collection.
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Cover of ‘The Girl’ music sheet.
Source: Pamela’s piano piece collection.

The box office was sold out on closing night, and Tait and McCallum 
had to sit in the aisle.14 It was worth making room for them. McCallum 
was impressed. He decided that J. C. Williamson would present the 
musical for a six-week season at the Comedy Theatre in Melbourne. 

14  Edwin Ride, I Dips Me Lid: Diplomatic Memories (Palmwoods, Qld: E. Ride, 1991), 72.
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Lashmar also attended on the closing night and Chappells Australia took 
up the publishing rights of the music lyrics and scores for ‘The Bloke’, 
too. John’s Green Square shop sold the sheet music, of course.

The success of the production was an occasion to celebrate. Box office 
takings covered all debts, including the costume fabric and hall hire, and 
John, in charge of distributing the profits, decided that there was enough 
left over for each of the players and others involved to receive a small 
bonus. On Thursday 16 March, John held a party for The Sentimental 
Bloke cast at our Hobart Avenue home. The troupe crowded into our 
living and dining rooms and danced and sang in a rowdy celebration. 
The show was on the road.

McCallum urged Edwin Ride to forsake his diplomatic career and take up 
professional acting. He agonised over the decision, but agreed to do the 
Melbourne season, with options for renewal if the show was a success.15 
The Sentimental Bloke opened on 4 November 1961 at the Comedy 
Theatre in Melbourne. John and I flew from Canberra to attend one of the 
performances and Meredith, studying at the time in Melbourne, joined 
us. It received brilliant reviews and ran for five months in Melbourne. 
It went on to run for three weeks in Adelaide, a scheduled two weeks in 
Brisbane was extended to nine weeks, and then it was staged at Sydney’s 
Theatre Royal for four months – over a year in all in Australia. It went to 
New Zealand for a six-week tour. The play grossed over £250,000 at the 
box office. It became one of the most successful Australian musicals of 
the twentieth century.

A special recording of the music made by the ABC was played all over the 
world, and its 1976 television production won it new nationwide acclaim. 
The show was turned into a ballet by others and the Australian Ballet 
first staged it in Australia in 1985 and subsequently on tour in the Soviet 
Union. Arlen’s success in Australia was recognised in 1991 when he was 
awarded an Order of Australia in recognition of his services to music and 
the performing arts.

15  Ride, I Dips Me Lid, 69–70.
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